Quantum Cloud

A

Modernizing Treasury
in the Cloud
...with FIS’ Quantum Treasury
Management Solution
Corporate treasury is migrating to cloud solutions. Making that transition with FIS’ Quantum
treasury management solution opens up a world of additional possible benefits.
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Are you ready? Talk with FIS Today.
We’ve Got You Covered.
From the flexibility and breadth of the functionality to the
“Built for Enterprise” private cloud architecture, our “Secure
by Design” infrastructure, and “Easy to Consume” Managed
Services Catalogue, FIS’ Quantum solution can help you
effectively and efficiently manage all of your treasury and
risk management operations.

Let Us Show You How...
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Why FIS’ Quantum Solution...in the Cloud?
FIS’ Quantum treasury management solution enables treasury customers to not only meet their requirements but focus their
staff on strategic initiatives without having to manage and maintain systems.
Our expert managed, functional and technical client services teams execute on FIS’ three-pronged strategy: Easy to
Implement or Migrate, Lower Running Costs and Easy to Consume. They help get and keep treasury up and running with
minimal disruption to their business.

1. Easy to Implement or Migrate

3. Easy to Consume

Quantum features implementation and migration
packages that focus on minimizing disruption to your
business. Implementation and migration includes turnkey
deployments to make sure that all the IT infrastructure
is as ready as soon as the implementation or migration
project starts. This helps minimize project risk, and
ensures there are no IT headaches for your internal
teams.

Quantum comes with a full range of Managed Services
which provide enhanced levels of business operations
support and ongoing platform management so that your
internal teams can always focus on using the system,
not managing it. Whether it’s guaranteeing application
availability, ensuring that integrations and key business
processes have been executed successfully throughout
the global business day, providing level 1 support to a
global user base, or managing product upgrades in a
turnkey model - all can be delivered by FIS’ Managed
Services catalogue as part of your monthly fee.

2. Lower Running Costs
With Quantum in the cloud, the lack of upfront
hardware and software investment lowers overall IT
and infrastructure costs. FIS serves as a single point of
contact for all IT support and application management,
eliminating the need to have IT staff supporting the
solution.
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Why FIS’ Quantum Solution...in the Cloud?
continued
Plus you benefit from these additional and unique
benefits by utilizing FIS’ Quantum solution:

4. Built for Enterprise
FIS’ Private Cloud service delivers everything a global
enterprise expects for a mission critical financial
technology platform. Rapid setup with automated
provisioning, extensive data isolation with our Private
Cloud design, high-performance data throughput with
end-to-end solid-state storage, and full stack fault
tolerance with our high-availability SLA.

5. The Latest in Cloud Technology
FIS’ latest Quantum Six version uses HTML5 with
responsive web design and SAML 2.0 to ensure you can
easily navigate and access your data securely over the
internet no matter what device you are using, including
mobile platforms.

6. Secure by Design
With our “Secure by Design” infrastructure, FIS is
committed to helping protect our clients’ investment,
data and entire treasury operation. FIS also partners
with leading industry and key governmental security and
enforcement agencies to capture, analyze and assess
threat intelligence, helping defend ourselves and our
clients from cyberattacks.
And last but certainly not least …

7. Functional Coverage
Our dedication to the full spectrum of treasury
business requirements, from bank connectivity to cash
management to risk management, coupled with our
ability to easily interface with peripheral systems and a
full feature Web Service API, translates to a much more
seamless, simple implementation, with a single vendor.

Functional Coverage
Optional
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We Hear You.
What are the practical benefits of moving my treasury to the cloud?
Seamless Integration – Only FIS’ delivers an integrated support process where application functional,
technical, and cloud infrastructure teams all work together and use the same service management toolset
for incidents, changes, and other tickets, enabling consolidated response and resolution time SLA reporting.
Hyper-focus on Security – With our “Secure by Design” infrastructure, FIS is committed to helping
protect our clients’ investment, data, and entire treasury operation. Our customers benefit from our unique
economies of scale and investments in financial data security and solution architecture that includes highly
segregated data environments for each customer, and a RISC team of over 250 IT security professionals
drawn from all over the financial industry and tasked with protecting our customer data. FIS also partners
with leading industry and key governmental security and enforcement agencies to capture, analyze and
assess threat intelligence to help defend ourselves and our clients from cyberattacks.
White-glove Service – A cloud solution should offer end-to-end professional, managed and client services
wrapped around it for a single point of contact. The vendor should have expert professional services and
managed services teams that can execute on providing clients with easy implementation or migration paths
including a standardized, streamlined, professionally managed project plan to help get corporate treasury
up and running with minimal disruption to their business. The vendor should provide a team of experts who
manage the integrations, ongoing operations and upgrades, reducing IT overhead.
Application-based SLAs – FIS’ Cloud Service is backed with SLAs that focus on more than infrastructure,
they focus on application availability and operational health. No other cloud service available for FIS
applications provides assurance up to and including the application.
Lower Operating Costs – Private cloud environments are increasingly becoming attractive due to their
rapid-to-deploy and easy-to-use nature, combined with an attractive commercial model that doesn’t require
any upfront hardware or software investment and lower overall operating costs. Hosting Quantum in the
cloud combined with FIS’ suite of managed services offers customers lower running costs which means
predictable, low-risk operating costs.

I already have an installed treasury management system, but it is
underutilized and/or no longer meets my needs.
It may be time for you to reevaluate not just your treasury technology environment, but your treasury
requirements as well. FIS can help you evaluate the gaps within your current treasury technology, and
can benchmark your current treasury practices to industry best practices. A gap analysis of your treasury
department will help you to understand what technology is needed to transform you into a best-in-class
treasury department.

We have a real need, but no budget for a treasury management system.
FIS can give your team the tools needed to develop a business case for a treasury management system.
Private cloud environments are increasingly becoming attractive due to their rapid-to-deploy and easyto-use nature, combined with an attractive commercial model that doesn’t require any upfront hardware
or software investment and lower overall operating costs. Hosting Quantum in the cloud and leveraging
FIS’ suite of managed services offers customers lower running costs which means predictable, low-risk
operating costs.

Let's Have a Conversation.
CONTACT US TODAY.

www.fisglobal.com/corporatesolutions

getinfo@fisglobal.com

linkedin.com/company/fisglobal

twitter.com/fisglobal
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